
EASY ZIP POUCH 

Supplies Needed:                                                                        

 

2 - 10” x 16” fabrics 

1 - 9 1/2” x 15 1/2”  fusible                                   
 (Heat n Bond Lite)  

1 - 12” or 14” zipper (cannot use a smaller 
    zipper) 

JUST ADD thread to match or contrast,   
 your choice 

 

1. Center fusible web on wrong side of outside fabric, 1/4” from all four edges.  Fuse  
with iron, according to these directions:           
 Preheat iron to medium heat, no steam!   Place adhesive to back of   
 material to be bonded (paper liner should face up).   Place and hold                        
 iron on the paper for 2 seconds.  Repeat until entire surface is bonded.          
 Allow to cool and then peel off paper. 

2. Center fused fabric to inside fabric on the wrong side.  Fuse wrong side to wrong     
 side with iron.  Allow to cool. 

3. On both 10” edges, press 1/4” toward inside fabric. 

 

4. Line up folded edge to left side of zipper and 1/2” down from top of zipper.  Pin  fold-
ed fabric to zipper near top.  Unzip zipper, using zipper foot, sew a straight stitch, 
keeping near the zipper “teeth.”  Stitch again 1/4” from first row of stitching to     
anchor raw edges under zipper placket. 

5. Close zipper. 

6. Fold over fabric so that the other 10” edge is next to right side of zipper (outside 
fabric remains on outside).  Pin fabric 1/2” from top of zipper and match up sewn     
zippered side.  
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EASY ZIP POUCH (continued) 

 

7. Open zipper so you can manipulate fabric and zipper to left side to sew. 

8. Sew fabric to zipper (bottom of zipper will be at top now).  Stitch again 1/4” from           
 first row of stitching to anchor raw edges under zipper placket. 

9. Close zipper, turn inside out.  Zipper ends won’t be trimmed until you do Step 13.              
Determine where you want zipper to be on finished pouch.  A good measurement is              
2” from top fold to zipper.   

 

10. Change to multi-purpose foot (basic zig zag foot). 

11. Open zipper 5” to 6”.  VERY IMPORTANT TO DO THIS STEP!!!  Pin zipper ends in place. 

12. Sew 1/4” seam down both sides.  Back stitch over zipper at least once on both sides. 

 

13. Zig-zag raw edges of seam allowance on both sides to prevent fraying.  Cut off zipper ends.   

14. Open zipper all the way.  Turn right side out.   

15. Add a charm to zipper tab.  ALL DONE! 

 

 
This is a wonderful, fast and easy gift!  How many will be on your list? 
Enjoy! 
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